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Public Transit Performance Assessment 
How to make transit appealing? 
 Regular assessment and improvement of public 
transit service performance are essential for transit 
agencies. 
 Identify connectivity gaps
 Plan for potential investments
 Evaluating transit service performance is complex 
and challenging
 Supply and demand conflict 
 Public perceptions 
How to make transit appealing? 
 How agencies feel about the existing transit service 
vs. transit users’ experience?
Can we infer 
from data?
Research Objectives
 Leverage open transportation data to discover 
transit service connectivity and users’ opinion
 GTFS
 Twitter
 Build an open-source social-transportation 
analytic toolbox (STAT) to explore fundamental 
patterns of interactions between users and transit 
services
GTFS – General Transit Feed Specification 
Twitter
 Retrieve from twitter.com
 Advantage: 
 Big data
 Disadvantage:
 Only 1% of total volume
 At rough geographic level
 Cannot provide contextual
inferences - most studies only 
use density as a surrogate 
measure for population
Public Transit Accessibility (PTA)
 Transit Accessibility 
 The ease of travel for an individual to reach a desired 
destination by public transport
 Helps transit agencies and planners identify areas in 
need of transit service improvements and prioritize 
transit investments
Challenges: heterogeneous data, scale 
Measure transit accessibility
Why accessibility matters?
Missing temporal dimension -> only focus on specific 
time-of-day ->overly optimistic evaluation 
Public Transit Accessibility (PTA)
 WATT as PTA Measure (weighted average travel 
time)
 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 =
∑𝑗𝑗=1
𝐽𝐽 𝑂𝑂𝑗𝑗∗𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗,𝑡𝑡
∑𝑗𝑗=1
𝐽𝐽 𝑂𝑂𝑗𝑗
, 𝑗𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝐽𝐽, 𝑖𝑖 𝜖𝜖 𝐽𝐽
 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 is the weighted average travel time of stop i at departure time t
 𝑂𝑂𝑗𝑗 is the number of opportunities available at stop j
 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗,𝑡𝑡 is the travel time from stop i to stop j at departure time t
 J is the total number of stops
 WATT is of Travel time Nature
Public Transit Accessibility (PTA) 
Temporal Fluctuation of PTA
 PTA for specific time-of-day (e.g. 8:00 AM)
 Ignoring the temporal fluctuation of PTA
 Biased results
 Solution: Travel Times for all ODs must be calculated 
for all times of day
Owen and Levinson, 2015
Contributions:
Capture the dynamics of WATT
Identify PTA consistency
Public Transit Accessibility (PTA) - GTFS
Dynamic PTA Algorithm
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Public Transit Accessibility (PTA)
 Temporal Fluctuation of PTA:Quality of service is affected by the probability of WATT for each 
random departure being closer to minimum as compared to maximum. 
Public Transit Accessibility (PTA)
Twitter Data Acquisition and Processing 
 Classify negative semantic about transit 
 User complaints 
 Delay info by transit agencies 
 Information extraction to extract geo information 
Classification Model 
 Used python library to retrieve more eligible data 
 id: a unique number describes the tweet
 permalink: the URL link of the tweet
 username: the user who publishes the tweet
 text: the content of the tweet
 date: date the user tweets
 retweets: number of retweets
 favorites: number of favorites
 mentions: mentioned user
 hashtags: hashtags of the tweet
 geo: geo info of the tweet
Classification Model (Continued)
 Set user-defined criteria 
 setUsername (): An optional specific username(s) from a twitter 
account (with or without "@").
 setSince ("yyyy-mm-dd"): A lower bound date (UTC) to restrict 
search.
 setUntil ("yyyy-mm-dd"): An upper bound date (not included) to 
restrict search.
 setQuerySearch (str): A query text to be matched.
 setTopTweets (bool): If True only the Top Tweets will be retrieved.
 setNear(str): A reference location area from where tweets were 
generated.
 setWithin (str): A distance radius from "near" location (e.g. 15mi).
 setMaxTweets (int): The maximum number of tweets to be 
retrieved. If this number is unsetted or lower than 1 all possible 
tweets will be retrieved.
Classification Model (Continued)
 Training data: 15,000 tweets from “@rideuta”
 Label “complaints” if the tweet contains words 
“delay” “early” “on time”
 Use skip-gram model to convert words to vectors 
 CNN to distinguish complaints vs. non-complaints
Information Extraction Method 
 Detect geolocation info of tweets
 Entity detection 
 Noun phrase (NP) chunking 
 Tag all noun phrases in tweets
 Employed the BI-LST-CRF model
 Training data 
https://www.clips.uantwerpen.be/conll2000/chunking/
 Measure the similarity between NP and the entities 
in the gazetteer
Similarity measurement
 Edit distance
 Given two strings str1 and str2 and below operations that 
can performed on str1. Find minimum number of edits 
(operations) required to convert ‘str1’ into ‘str2’.
• Insert
• Remove
• Replace
 Word vector similarity
 Calculate the Cosine distance between the word vector
If the similarity is larger than some threshold, we consider 
such Noun phrase is matched with that entity in the 
gazetteer.
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Tweets retrieved 
 SLC
 # tweets 15,000~ (training data)
 Date range 2018-02-21 to 2018-09-29
 1800~ – negative semantics 
 TriMet
 # tweets 15,000~
 Date range 2018-06-08 to 2018-09-29
 600~ – negative semantics 
Tweets geomapping
Examples
Matched Stop Date Lat,lon
midvale center station 2/22/2018 14:17 40.61054 -111.893
Link : https://twitter.com/soontobesetter/status/966678326176722944
Matched Stop Date Lat,lon
gateway transit center 8/14/2018 22:36 45.53081 -122.563
Link : https://twitter.com/unTriMetAlerts/status/1029496898887999488
STAT Platform 
 Visualization:
 Google Map API
 Marker Clustering
https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/javascript/marker-clustering
 Twitter API
 Embedded Tweets 
https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/twitter-for-websites/embedded-tweets/overview
 ArcGIS Online API
 Web Maps 
https://developers.arcgis.com/documentation/core-concepts/web-maps/
 Data processing:
 Machine learning
 Tensorflow https://www.tensorflow.org/
 Anago https://github.com/Hironsan/anago
 Accessing tweets
https://github.com/Mottl/GetOldTweets3
 Web Framework:
 Node.js
STAT Platform 

Take-away highlights 
 A proof-of-concept framework to allow users/transit 
agencies to explore the use and integration of new 
open transportation data, and discover the 
interactive pattern between what the transit service 
is offering vs. what the users are experiencing 
 Temporal distribution of transit stop’s accessibility 
 Transit stop positioning in Google Maps with geomapped
tweets 
 Overall accessibility visualization in ArcGIS at TAZ level 
 Implemented on UTA and TriMet’s networks 
Ongoing NITC research 
 Electric Bus Deployment Framework 
(800, 950, 30)
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